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Thermal energy distribution in the workpiece cut with abrasive wateriet (AWJ) is

analyzed. using ,n, iriffii" of infrared'thermography through isotherms and line-

scans. Variation in workpiece ternperature with thermat conductivity and cutting

conditions is studiid. ftti TeastUitity of visualizatign of IWJ 
cutting mechanisms in

opaque materials uii"i ni"rgd thL.nr.tols:ip?y is inve-stigated' A novel technique of

AWJ noule wear *oi-i\ori"g through t t1r"ria tngryrogrophy is proposed. A cotnpara-

tive study of infraii- ri"rioeropiy ,irults with the-readings of thermocouples and

the two-dimensional moving line heaf Source model show a close correspondence

indicating that infrare,iiirilosraphy is a good technique for the above application'

1 Introduction
Asanewmanufacturingprocess,abrasivewaterjet(AwJ)

cutting has been uery effeciive jn machining difficult-to-ma-

chine-materials. This cutting technique is one of the most re-

."nrty introduced machininimethodJin which an abrasive such

as garnet, ar"mi"um oxide-or silicon carbide is accelerated by

a thin stream oi ttigtt velocity waterjet and directed through an

AWJ nozzle towarls the target matirial. Contrary to the tradi-

_.,tionut manufacturing procesJes, the absence of thermal effects

and heat affected ,Jn" in this process have tempted us to often
'\--- refer to this technique as a cold-jet cutting process'

Being un "rorion process, heri the workpiece is heated only

Uy uUoit 50'C more than the atmospheri: t""t!:,t1i"re' How-

ever,cuttingofmaterialsliketitaniumyieldssparkshowersand
water vapor ",itt"."tting zone indicating the existence of highly

localized heating effectJ. Thermal sensitive materials like cer-

tuin pofy-"*bon?t"., plastics, glass, certain composite materials

and |io-materials like-bones are subjected to structural deforma-

tionandcrackformationwhenexposedtotemperatureriseof
even a f"* algi""r. Ou" to its iocalized heating effects the

AWJ stream tui U" considered as a moving he4 source' There-

fore, there is a need to investigate the source of heat generation

and'its distribution in the *6tkpi".e as well as the abrasive

waterjet nozzle.
hJsently, there is a very limited knowledge {9ut the gener-

ated heat uno it "*d "n".gy distribution through the workpiece

Juring .u.,inj-*im awJ."iherg has been only one systematic

,tua'if tft" tt"r-ul energy distribution in the workpiece during

""tting *itn nwi. ohadilt al. [1, 2] monitored.the workpiece

temperarure ,rring thermocouptJs embedded at different points

in tire workpiecJ through prbviously drilled holes. However,

this method has the intreienftimitation that the workpiece prep-a-

rat ionforexper imentsistedious.Also, th ismethodgivesthe
temperarurevariationatpreviouslyselectedpointsonly.

The main Jj.ttit" oi th" current stu{Y is to use infrared

(IR)thermographyfortheevaluat ionofthethermalenergy
distribution ii tie'worlcpiece and AWJ nozzle during cutting

under different conditions. The feasibility of using this tech-

nique to visualize the erosion mechanism of AWJ in opaque

*"liriurr and monitoring the nozzle wear are also investigated'

Two different workpieJe materials (aluminum and titanium)

of different thermal conductivities are used for this purpose'

Temperature measurements are taken using thermocouples at

diffe^rent locations in the plane parallel to the cut surface to

verifytheaccuracyoftheinfraredthermography.results.The
ip' t"tuftr are also compared with theoretical analysis using a

two aimensional moving line heat source model'

Infrared video "ur.r"ri, are used extensively in nonmanufac-

*ti"j *""s like night vision,-surveillance' targeting and identi-

ficatiin, foul weatf,ei and night-landing aids, leak detection,

stress pattern recognition, oif polution control' fire fighting'

."t.o-rogical stuiies, land suweys, medical analysis etc. [3].

Infraredth"*og,upt'y,hasbeenusedasasensingtechniquefor
temperaturemeasurementsinvariousmanufacturingprocesses
"rr". rt is used for visualizing heat flow in fluids, controlling

laser machining, monitoring ind controlling laser welding [4],

*" *"faing t5:61, fusion-welding [7], measurement of tem-

*rurur" eJn"rut"i during grinding of materials like ceramics'

i;l;. fiffiJ th"r-ogiuptti" inspection is used [9] for evalu-

ating uonaed compositeioneycomb structures that are difficult

or iirpossible to evaluate using conventional ultrasonics.

Hastristr [10] has conducted extensive investigations using

nijtr-speed "*ru, to visualize the AWJ cutting process in

transparent matenals like Lexan, Lucite and glass' Even though

this method is very useful to study the AWJ cutting process in

;;;tp-"tt materiils, it cannot be idopted for opaque materials'

Infrared thermography is a very promising technique. for ob-

;;g more in}ormation aboui the various mechanisms in-

uofu.i in cutting opaque materials by abrasive waterjet'

The AWJ noizti is one.of the most critical parts that influ-

"n"" . thetechnicalandeconomicalperformanceofanAWJ
.uning,yrtem. Direct and indirect methods have been used for

-onit;tirg the AWJ nozzle wear. Direct sensing techniques

iiiit;";the disadvantage that .they cannot -be successtully

ur"i fo, monitoring u.onlinuous increase in AWJ nozzle inner

oiu*"t", (ID) with"out intemrpring the cutting process. The indi-

rect methods are promising ipproactres for on-line sensing of

the nozzle wear alnd comieniiting for the increase in nozzle

irrlo" diameter. These methods are based on the measurement

oip*u*"ters that are correlated to the AWJ nozzle wear such

u, ih" change in the stream diameter at the nozzle exit [12], or

the change in workpiece normal force generated by the im-
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Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental setup

pacting jet [13], or through acoustic signature analysis [4].
However, there has not been any attempt to measure the AWJ
nozzle temperature and monitor the nozzle wear through tem-
perature sensing.

The objective of this investigation is to use the technique of
infrared thermography to monitor the following:

. Thermal energy distribution in workpiece cut with AWJ
with change in cutting conditions and workpiece material.
Use this information to determine the heat flux at the
cutting zone.

. Visualization of the AWJ cutting mechanisms in opaque
materials.

o Temperature distribution in AWJ cutting nozzle and
thereby indirectly monitor the nozzle wear.

o Quantitative comparisons of the infrared thermography
results with those obtained using thermocouples and the
moving line heat source model.

2 Experimental Set-up
The experimental set-up consists of an abrasive waterjet cut-

ting system, an infrared system, a video cassette recorder, aPC/
AT with custom-developed software for thermo-image pro-
cessing and the workpiece. The abrasive waterjet cutting system
used for conducting the experiment includes a high pressure
intensifier pump, abrasive metering and delivery system, AWJ
cutting head, catcher tank, and anX-Y-Z positioning table con-
trolled by a CNC controller. The infrared system includes the
infrared scanner, control electronics, and monitor. A schematic
of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. Two different types
of materials, Al 2024 and Ti-alloy (R58640; Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-
4Mo-47-r; also called 'Beta C') of different thermal conductivi-
ties (see Table 1) are chosen for investigation. The process

Table 1 Workpiece propefties

Property Aluminum Ti-alloy

Thermal Conductiviry (K)
Volumetric Heat Capacity (pCo)

Thermal Diftusiviry (a)
Nusselt Number (N/'

Grashofs Number (Grl'

kandtl Number (Pr)'
Convectivc Heat Tnnsfer Coeff. (i)

Radiative Heat Transfcr Coeff. (ftr)'
Biot Number (B;)

177 Wlm"K ̂
2.424 Mllm'oK
ll.oxtoar*lsrt.

8.5319
t.za$xtc4

0.7100 ̂
8.5319 W/m""K
A.gBzw/r*ox
r.zg x to-3

6.54WlmoK^
2.482 MJlmroK
z.uxtoar*lsa,

8.5319
t.zesax t(

0.7100 ̂
8.5319 Wlnr'"K
6.gt32W/m20K
3.tgxto'z

* - these parameters calcularcd for T6 of 293'r( and T" of 333"K

Traverse Speed (S)

Movhg Coodinate
Sl6tem

Fig. 2 Workpiece/jet co-ordinate system

parameters chosen for evaluation are water pressure, traverse
speed, and distance between cut and coated surface (Fig. 2).

This experiment is conducted in three phases. The first phase
focuses on the influence of the above parameters on the tempera-
ture distribution in the aluminum workpiece. The process pa-
rameters for phase I are given in Table 2. T\e second phase is
conducted to investigate the influence of the workpiece thermal
conductivity on the pattern of temperature distribution for the
two selected materials. Process parameters for this phase are
given in Table 3. Detailed analysis of the temperature distribu-
tion on both workpieces is conducted to visualize the striation
generating mechanism by abrasive waterjet at various stages of
cutting. The images produced from the IR data of the opaque
materials are used for comparison with the results of the visual-
ization studies conducted previously [10] for transparent materi-
als. Temperature measurements are taken using thermocouples

Table 2 Influence of AWJ process parameters (phase l)

Table 3 Workpiece conductivity (phase ll)

Workpiece Details Exoerimental Variablcs

Maarial - N2024
Marcrial Thickness - 25.4 mm
lrngth of cut - 46.0 mm

Trial
No.

Watcr
Pressure(P)

(MPa)

Traverse
Spced(S)
1mn/$

Distance (D) of
Coatcd Surface

(mm)

Constant Parameters I
2
J

4
5
6

8
9

24r
n6
3r0
n6
)1K

n6
310
310
310

r.06
r.06
1.06
0.85
1.06
t.n
1.06
1.06
1.06

2.54
2.54
2.54
5.08
5.08
5.08
10.16
17.78
25.q

AWJ orifice matcrial - Sapphire
AWJ orifice diamercr - 0.254 mm
Mixing nozde Lcngth -76.2 mm
Miiing nozde diamercr - 0.762 mm
Mcthod of fecd - suction
Ansle ofJet - 90o
Abiasive material - Garnet
Abrasivc mesh size - 80 (0.180 mm)
Abrasivc particle shapc - angular(random)
Condition ofabrasive - dry
Abrasive Flow Ratc - 5.3 gls
Stand-off Distance - 4.00 mm

Constant Parameters

AWJ orifice marcrial - Sapphire
Mixing nozzle lcngth - 76.2 mm
Mcthod of feed - suction

AWJ orifice diamcrcr - 0.254 mm
Mixing nozzle dia. - 0.762 mm
Anglc ofJet - 90o

Variable Parameters Aluminum (Al2O24) Ii alloy (R58640)

Abrasive matcrial
Abrasive mesh size
Ab'rasive particle shape
Condition of abrasive
Abrasivc Flow Ratc
Water Pressure (P)
Traverse Spe€d (S)
Stand-off Distancc
Material thickness
l,cngth of cut
Distance of Coarcd
Surface (D)

- Garnct
- 80 (0.180 mm)
- angular(random)
- dry
- 5.3 C/s
- 310 MPa
- 1.06 mrn/s
-4 .@mm
-25.4mm
- 46.0 mm
- 2.54 mm, 10.16 mm,
17.78 mm &25.4mn

AluminumOxide
l@ (0.144mm)
angular(random)
dry
6.05 g/s
310 MPa
0.51 mm/s
4.00 mm
25.4mm
35.0 mm
2.54mm,3.18 mm,
& 9.53 mm
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components of heat ffansfer are o-f equivalent magnitudes' The

Biofnumb er, Bi (;;;;;n in the uboue table) is given bv'

where, g is the characteristic length (thickness of th9 work-

piece) and K is tne tirermal- conductivity of the solid' Bi of

iluminum is of d;ilit-') *.l'0 and titanium is of the

o( to-2) < 1.0. F;;;'id, iican be- concluded that the resis-

tance to conductd;;;'trtl t;io for both materials is much

lessthanresistancetoconvect ionacrossthef lu id(air) /sol id
boundary layer. Th;t"A;;;ui lot' due to convection and radia-

tion can u" igno,"a*ioi;;;ilg as their magni-tu$es are much

less than that of ;J;i;-ntiu*ing negligible'heat loss' the

ffi;";ft;i"q*tion of neat flow for an isoffopic homogeneous

material in ,..ongoi- 
-"o-orainates 

with fiied origin in the

solid, has the form,

#.#, .Tr='*X (3)
e are the co-ordinlte axes with.fixed origin

(Ftg. 2),f ilthe i;;";fu'"' r it the time and 2\ = cp I K if

c is the specrnc ,# ffi;*J*,r a.nsity. Assuming the work-

piece to be tong ""oogh so that quasi-stationary condition is

reached, tt" g"""iuff-?il;tti""ul tt"ut flow equation for line

heat source moving at a constant speed, s can be derived from

(2) and is given [15] as'

027 , A'T - 0'T =. -2$ y (4)

M " g * E -  
- ' -  0 , 1 ,

where, {t, y, ande are the co-ordinate axes with the line source

as origin. .  -L- L^^l dnrrr.p / in th'
Due to the linear nature of the- heat source (in this case'

AwJ) ,n" ,"*p"rlil;;r;i; it th" z-dtuection is very small

and hence the #;;o.,i in ,t ur direction can be ignored. Thus

the solution of "qiuiion (4) in the two-dimensional case assum-

ing a line ,oo,t" of heat is given [15] as'

T_ , r  -  q  / - \s , /Ko( \s r )  (5 )-  ro  -  
2 t rKg-

where, To is the initial temperature of the workpiece' q is the

heat flux, Ko(\Sr) ;th;;"'dified Bessel functiorylbe lecond

kind with zero order and r is given Py' t 
="'l.y'l-l'' Th"

boundary conditio;; alopted foi the above solution are'

3 Theoretical AnalYsis

Theworkpiecetemperaturedistributionduringcuttingwith
AWJ was obtained using thermocouplg: by.Oh-{i 1f 

Cheng

[2] and the two-dimens-ional moving line heat to:lt-i model

developed uy no,i"ri;i]ls1 was ad-opted for comparison' As

the heat flux, 4 .""1J "dt bL determined directly (due to the

complexity of tne"plfUf"*l' an.inverse heat conduction (IHC)

method proposed 
td;;;t'dd 

Arnold [16] was utilized for

this purpose. In thiJ paper' the results obtained using infrared

thermography "*1;ffi;;i'*iitr rrt" analytical approach fol-

lowed on similar ir""r. 
tn 

urref description ibout the direct heat

conduction proUf"t-unO inu"tt" heat conduction problem are

given below.

3.1 Direct lleat Conduction Problem' The convective

heat transfe, "o"riJi"ni, lr- o.t"r*ined for the given experimen-

tal condition, fot Uoitt workpiece.materials using the corre-

sponding Nurr"ti"Ji'U"t' Grashof 
'.s number and Prandtl num-

b-er are shown i, f;li; i. The radiative heat transfer coefficient,

h,, which is a function of temperature, is determined using the

standard equation,

h, = eo(T, + T,i,(72, + Til (1)

Vh"r", e is the emissivity of the Syrface 
and o is the Stefan-

Bolumann .onriu.i. il"'uuto". of lr, "ot "sponding to a typical

T6 of 20"C and ?" "f Lo"C are also given in Table 1' As h =

o(h,), it can u"'tJn"jiola tttai-the"convective and radiative

Joumal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

Table 4 Nozzle wear (Phase lll)

Constant Paramctcrs

AWI orifice material - lryPltit'
nWi orince aiatneat - q'254 trn

ivtiiine nozzte tenglh -76'2.mm

Methd of feed - srrcuon

ni*f. ofl", - 90 degrees

e-ui"iitc marcrial - Gamet

ffi;i;; m"i-ri'i"e - 8o (o'l8o mm) .
i|ilil;;;ritG shaPe - {reular(randoml
iCondition of abrasive -qry .
ll6r.ti* noo, narc - 1'? 4t-
hi';;Pt";;*" (il -262vpa

Expcrimental Variable

Nozzle Inner Diilnscr - l'02 mm' l'40 mm'
and l'63 mm

B, =+ (2)

at different locations in the plale paratlel to the cut surface to

verify the IR rrt".*"gtud;r;;;1-'-t'^The analysis of the influence

of nozzle wear on 
"tf'" 

tl*p"rature distribution in the AWJ

nozzleis conducte;;#phase III' 
Isotherms are plotted for

various nozzleD' ;;6ins'1rt" other parameters constant' The

process p*u*","" for ihis-ptrase are eiven in Table 4'

When infrared radiation ?'om u 'oifu"" is to be measured'

the emissivity of that surface must be known and it should

remain constant throughout the measurement period' Therefore'

for the above experirients' the test surfaces were coated with

black enamel or "#"i"iii o9l Figure 2 gives.a schematic of

the workpi".. d"tuiiJ."ftJ irir*"d iadiatio-n emitted from such

preparedsurfaces.whichcharacterizesthethermalenergydistri-
bution is detectect'ilv * i"rr-.d camera (Inframetrics, model

600). rhe IR i-uiJ' 'i';F^;;;;;ded on video tape for further

analvsis. Each scin of the camera is transferred as a frame

ffi:,fiil;'iitj t 170 discrete srav level va$es which are

r converted ro temp;;u*"r ("Ci. 'i'h"*o.ouples (K-Type'

L-^lmega-ufu*"gu, O''07** diameter) were attached at various

locations on the ";; 'utfut"t of.the workpiece uginq epoxy

for phase tl "xp"ii'"*t' V"fttge is measu$ !1^t[e-thermo-
couples una "onu.'ttJinto absol-ute temperatures using the Na-

tional Bureau ot Stanaards voltage conversion coefficients'

{ - O  a s  { t - + + @
A.lt

E - o  a s  ) + a c o  
( 6 )

Ay

lt may be noted that, at the cut.portion (Fig' 2), th9 workpiece

width is small *d il;;lh"; is a suusequ-ent rise in the initial

temperature of the itu," rouo*ed by a slow cooling [17]. There-

fore it takes more^ii*" ,o ,"u"h quasi-stationary condition'

Whereas, the uncui regitn,"*t "r steady-state condition almost

instantaneousty Oue tJ the presence of ihe bulk material' Thus'

as there is a negligible iilui rott *"9ugl the 
:t{T:: 

additional

;;;"ty "ondition to be satisfied for the cut portron ls

{ = o  f o r  Y = + D
Ay

( 7 )

Using the mirror method sugg-ested by,Rosenthal [17 ] ' the addi-

tional bouno*y "oniiliot'TJnn"a uv eo' (7) can ue anntll$ 13
il. ?;;: il" ;".uriii'g^"quuti* for-temperature distribution ts

T-T^-  
q  

e - rs {Ko( t rSr )  (8 )
-  r o  -  

T K g "
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Equation (5) is used for the.condition, * > 0 and equation (g)
is used when {t < 0.

3.2 Inverse Heat Conduction Problem. The heat flux to
the workpiece at various cutting conditions were determined
through inverse heat conduction method. A parameter estima-
tion approach proposed by Beck and Arnold [16] which uses
the experimentally determined temperature histories at various
points in the workpiece, was adopted for this calculation. These
points were chosen along a horizontal line passing through the
middle of the coated surface at a distance of 2.5 mm from the
kerf for better accuracy of the estimation. Two points were
chosen close to the entry zone, two close to the eiit zone and
four points equally spaced at the middle of the workpiece. The
least squares error, E between the computed temperatute, T"(i,
j, q) and the measured temperature, T^(i, j) for p ( = 8, here)
locations and n future time steps is given by,

p n

n  :2  2 lT^ ( t ,  j )  -  T " ( i ,  j ,  q )1 ,
, ; r r ; t

= 
, l  , :  

l r^( i , i )  -  eo + qG(i , i ) ) ) ,  (9)

as T"(i, j , q) is given by,

T"( i ,  j ,  e)  :  To + qG(i ,  j )

where, the sensitivity coefficient,

/ a / :  , ,  _ a T " ( i , i , q )v \ t , J ) = T

which can be obtained from Eq. (5) or Eq. (8) based on rhe
instantaneous location of the point under consideration with
respect to the heat source.

In order to minimize the least square error, E,Eq. (9) is to
be differentiated with'respect to q and equated to zlero which
gives,

a E  3 3
;  :  L  >  [T^( i , i )  -  T" ( i , i ,  q ) ] ( -ZG( i , / ) )  :  0  (10)
o q  i : l  i = l

Taylor Series expansion about an arbitrary heat flux, { gives,

T " ( i ,  j ,  q ) :  T " ( i ,  j ,  E )  +  Q  -  i l G ( i ,  j ) )  ( 1 1 )

4s- I"(1, !, q) it a linear function of q, the second and higher
order derivatives in Eq. ( l1) are zero. Substituting Eq. ( l D in
Eq. ( 10) and replacing q by f (estimaror of a) in the resuliing
equation, gives after simplification
p n

t = l  l = l

Thus,

4 : 4 +

p n

-  { ( q  -  i l > I  c ( ; ,  i l ' I  :  o  ( r 2 )
i = l  j = r

P n

> I  IT^( i ,  j ) , -  (To + qGG, i l \G( i ,  j )
t = l  j = l

( 1 3 )
I  > GU, i l '
i = t  j  = l

Thus the estimated value of the heat flux, f is used in Eq. (5)
and Eq. (8) to obtain the analytical temperature distribution.

4 Results and Discussion
The discrete temperatures calculated from the gray level val-

ues are processed further to obtain the pattern of temperature
distribution on the coated surfaces. Two different repiesenta-
tional methods, namely isotherms and lindscans are used for

558 / Vol. 118, NOVEMBER 1996

the analysis of the IR data. Isotherms are the loci of poinrs of
equivalent temperatures, whereas linescans are thermai profiles
along selected lines. Isotherms and linescans are obtained from
an IR image frame which represents a particular instant when
the abrasive waterjet nozzle has passed one half of the length
of cut. Temperatures along the horizontal line passing across
the middle of the coated surface are used to plot the linescan.
Water pressure (P), traverse speed (S), and distance between
the coated and cut surface (D) were varied in order to analyze
their influence on the generated thermal energy during AWJ
cutting of aluminum. Each parameter was varied while lieeping
the other two constant to investigate its independent influencE
on the temperature distribution in the workpiece.

4.1 Water Pressure. The linescans along the middle of
the coated surface with change in water pressuie are plotted in
Fig. 3(a). These linescans indicate that with increase in water
pressure the workpiece temperature increases. The trend in the
temperature distribution can be attributed to the following. As
water pressure increases, the jet velocity also increases and in
turn increases the workpiece normal force. This results in higher
frictional forces at the jet-workpiece interface in the cuiing
zone and consequently the overall temperature of the workpiece
increases. Through the inverse heat conduction problem de-
scribed in section 3.2, the rate of heat input to the workpiece
for different water pressures is determined. The variation of
estimated heat flux with change in water pressure is plotted in
Fig. 4(a). From this figure it can be noted that with increase
in water pressure the heat flux at the kerf increases linearly
which causes the workpiece temperature to increase.

. During cutting, the portion of the workpiece ahead of the jet
is in physical contact with the bulk of the material which is
being cut, whereas the portion of the workpiece behind the jet
(cut portion) is not. As the heat source has not reached the uncut
portion, and since it takes time for the heat to be conducted to
that region, its temperature does not rise as high or as fast as
the cut portion which has already been in contact with the
heat source and the energy from the source has already been
conducted into that region. Hence the uncut portion is relitively
cooler than the cut portion.

using the two-dimensional moving line heat source model
described in section 3, temperature distribution along the hori-
zontal line through the middle of the coated surface is plotted
for various water pressures in Fig. 5(a) as typical examples
for comparison with the experimental data. It may be notedihat
the model and the experimental data have a very close correla-
tion with an RMS error < 1.5"c indicating that the heat flux
estimate is fairly accurate. A point on the above horizontal line
which is about 22 mm from the left edge of the workpiece is
chosen to plot the time-temperature graph shown in Fig. 5 (b).
It can be seen from this time domain graph that the model and
the IR results match very closely as the heat source approaches
the point of observation and after it leaves. The predicied tem-
perature of the model is higher than the IR thermography results
when the heat source is farther behind the point of o6servation.
This is because the workpiece has a finite length along the rlt
direction whereas the model was derived for the geneial case
of a workpiece of infinite length. However, as the prihary objec-
tive of a thermal analysis of the workpiece in Rwl cutting is
to predict/measure the maximum temperature at the cutting
zone so as to avoid material failure, this discrepancy can be
ignored. Above analysis indicates that the infiared sensing
method gives reliable results at various cutting conditions.

4.2 Traverse speed. The linescans for different traverse
speeds are shown in Fig. 3(b). with the increase in speed there
is only a marginal increase in peak temperatures. The same
trend is reflected in rhe heat flux graph shown in Fig. 4(b).
This indicates that change in traverse speed does noi have a
considerable influence on the estimated heat flux or the tempera-
ture distribution pattern in the workpiece. As in the caie of
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Fig.3 Unescans for phase I (aluminum)

varyingwaterpressures'herealsoitisevident(fromtheline.
sc# giaptr) thit the cut portion of the workpiece is hotter than

in" oi"ut porrion. As thikinetic energy_of the waterjet remains

the same fbr constant water pressure and constant abrasive flow

rate, the heat input and in turn heat flux should be constant.

Ttre'marginal increase in the heat flux with increase in traverse
gpeed.ui b" attributed to the assumptions adopted-for the ana-

lyticat model namely negligibte-heat loss, linear heat source,

isotropic homogeneous material, assumption of two-dimen-

sional^heat fl ow Jdealized boundary conditions and quasi-steady

rtrt" .onAition of the workpiece material and the experimental

errors in the temperature readings. However, as the increase in

heat flux is not significant, it can be ignored'

4.3 Distance from cutting Plane. Linescans along the

middle of the coated surface which are at different distances

from the cut kerf are plotted in Fig. 3(c).Thes-e linescans

i"Oi."t" that higher templratures are presenton the pJT:t closer

to the cutting ion". As mentioned pieviously, the AWJ can be

considered as a moving heat source. This heat source increases

the temperature of thJ narrow zone along,the-kerf w.all. The

temperaiure gndient on the plane-closest to the jet is steep,

inOiiuting thJlocally concentrated heating ulgnq the kerf wall.

io*"u".] for the plines farther from the jet axis the temperature

rdients have beln smoothed by heat conduction through the

1-.aterialclosertothecut.Similartotheprevioustwocases,the
E*on, mentioned in section 4.1 arc responsible for higher

temperature of the cut portion of the workpiece'

Jouma|ofManufacturingscienceandEngineering

4.4 Thermal conductivity. It is expected that a change

in thermal conductivity of the material will yield a different

temperature distribution pattern in the workpiece. Hence work-

pieces of similar heat capacities and_contrasting therm{ conduc-
'tiuiti"r 

(AI 2024 as a good conductor of heat and Ti-alloy

(R5S640) as a poor conductor of heat) are used here for investi-

gation.
The influence of the difference in thermal conductivities of

the above materials can be easily understood if we compare

temperature distribution patterns on vertical planes _which 
are

placed at the same distancL from the cut kerf' Figure 6(D) gives

ihe isotherms for aluminum at a distance of 2.5 mm from the

cut kerf and Fig. 7 (b) gives the isotherms for titanium at a

distance of 2.5 mm from the cut kerf when the nozzle has

traversed approximately half the length of cut' It may be noted

that, in the case of titanium, twb peak temperatures are present'

one'in the upper half and one in the lower half indicating the

pr"rrn"" of two different wear modes namely cuttingwear mode

and deformation wear mode. on the contrary, even though both

wear modes are existing in aluminum only one peak temperature

is observed which is at the point when defsrmation wear starts.

This could be due to the presence of weaker striations (or better

surface finish) .o*pur"d to that of the titanium. These modes

are discussed in Aetait in section 4.5. It was observed thalfor

titanium, the isotherms even for the plane at a distance ot IU

mm from the kerf are capable of revealing the jet flow pattern

una in turn providing information about the striation angle.

-+ P=276MPI
Dleclon ot AWJ Cd D = 5.08 mm

Posfin ot ttre Ho:Ae $

S4.85no/scc-
-S=1.06dscc.
'-----'S=1.2i7rlo,1sff,.
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Whereas in the case of aluminum the jet flow pattern was clear
only in the plane close (2.5 mm away) to the kerf. This can be
attributed to their respective thermal diffusivities. Even though
their heat capacities are same (of the O(2.4 MJ/m3.K)), the
thermal diffusivity of aluminum is much higher than that of
titanium (see Table 1). Hence titanium will respond more slug-
gishly to changes in its thermal environment taking longer time
to reach a new equilibrium condition. Thus infrared imaging
can provide more information related to the AWJ cutting mech-
anisms in terms ofjet flow pattern and wear modes for materials
having lower thermal diffusivity.

The linescans for the three titanium cuts which are at different
distances from the coated surface are shown in Fig. 8. Behavior
of the peak temperatures is similar to that of the feak points in
the isotherms. Titanium being a poor conductor of heat, a longer
time is needed for heat to penetrate out to the measured surfate.
This is the reason that, though the jet is in the same position
for all three cuts, the peak temperatures are displaced (with
respect to the jet direction) with increase in distance of the
measured surface. Contrary to the linescans obtained for alumi-
num, the temperature of the cut and uncut portions of the tita-
nium workpiece are approximately the same due to its low
thermal conductivity.

4.5 Visualization of AWJ Cutting Mechanisms in
Opaque Materials. Even though a detailed investigation was
done on visualization of the AWJ cutting process in transparent
materials through high speed photography tl0l, there has not
been a similar study for opaque materials. Infrared thermogra-
phy gives us an opportunity to conduct visualization studies on
opaque materials.

-A typical AWJ cut surface is characterized by two distinctly
different regions. The upper region, known as the cutting wear
zone [10, 18] is relatively smooth and devoid of any striation
marks. The surface finish of this zone is comparable with that

y =0.6679x+94.37 S = 1.06 mm/sec
D =2.54mm

?# ?;86 286 305
fatsr hcrnrrs U fea (x)

(a) Varying Vlater Pressure

y = 15.3329x+ 260.83 P =276MPa
D = 5.08 mm

o.t 0.8 0.9 1.0 t.r r.2 1.3
ltawrrc qp..dh nmr/aro (.x)

(b) Varying Treverse Speed

Fig. 4 Heat flux vs. process parameters (phase l)
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Fig. 5(a) Comparison of model and infrared results-space domain (alu-
minum)
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gf su{ces produced with finishing operatibns, such as grinding
[8]. Previous observations indicate that as we movJ down-
wards along the kerf wall, striations begin to appear. The bottom
region where the striations are present is called the deformation
wear zone F0l. In this region the presence of the striations
predominantly dictate the surface quatity. In AWJ cutting, the
mechanisms responsible for machining, namely micro-machin-
ing, shearing and erosion, result in negligible amounts of in-
duced surface strain. As the high velocity waterjet mixed with
abrasive penetrates into the workpiece, it loses its kinetic energy
gradually as it moves along the kerf wall, and as a result thL
jet starts deflecting away from its axis. In the cutting wear zone
the material removal occurs primarily due to particle impact at
shallow angles. In this case the particle impacts the miterial,
plows a trajectory, and exits [10]; whereas in the deformation
wear zone the particles impact at large angles and the mode of
erosi'on is characteizedby excessive deformation which results
in work hardening and chipping of the material. The striations
on the titanium surface start appearing approximately at the
middle of the kerf wall. On the other hand, for the aluminum
cut surface, striations start appearing after the jet has penetrated
almost three fourths of the kerf wall. Moreover the striation
angles are greater in the case of titanium than aluminum. Both
these phenomena can be attributed to the difference in mechani-
cal properties of materials, i.e. hardness and brittleness. the
abrasives used and the abrasive flow rate.
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, fhe temperature distribution on the workpiece surfaces for

tirlr Aiff*irnt instances of the jet position, namely entry stage

1*'hen jet starts cutting;, cultinq siage (when jet has traversed

, rii*ut"tv tratf itrJiengttr of totl, and exit stage (when jet

Frvffi;;olrtpi...l *" iloneo in Fig' 6 -{ Fis:J for alumi-

num and titanium respecfrvely' As observed earlier' the iso-

iil.r.,l"ff"* the jei flb* pattern in the workpiece. Thu:,infor-

ili;; t"g-Aing ihe behavior of the jet during the cutting pro-

cesscanberetrievedthroughthepatternoftheisotherms.The
inclination of the isothermi correspond to the striation marks

observed on the r"rru."t. The isotherms of the titanium work-

niece have a targ"tlnttination than those of the aluminum work-

ffi;.'ff ;G oii"rtrv related tg the difference in the stria-

iir;;i;;f these two workpieces. It can be observed from Fig.

G6and Fig.l that, as the cufprogr!1ses, the average workpiece

;;p";"ft" e1aauuny increasesl. This steady increase in the

peak temprru*r", oi ttre wortpiece from entry stage to exit

stage is because of heat conduciion from the cut portion to the

ffi; ilion. one of the peak -t-"-mP"1a3t"t 9Pt"*:1 
in the

til*u* workpiece is at thl middle of the cutting wear zone'

ffi G otherls at the middle of the deformation wear zone,

inOi*ting tft" "*itt"*e of a relatively.colder region in the

transition zone. Ttre effect of the uncut hangle ulF" exit edge

of the workpiece l. J"pi.t"d by a hot spot in,Fiq:-9,!t) und

i'6;. At the exit stage^of the-cutting process, rhe trailing part

oi,t" 3"t shifts to*irO" rhe directiJn-of cut. Thus the top of

theuncuttriangleishitbythewaterjetfrombothsideswhich

Fig,7 Visualization of AWJ cutting mechanism in titanium

causesthehotspot.Thetemperaturegradientfromtheentry
,og, t" the exititage is highlr in the case of aluminum com-

oared to that of titan"ium, *ti.h could be due to higher thermal

5ilf*t"d;l;i;;";. Thus, infrared thermographv i: l usetul

iool to conduct visualization studies on opaque materials'

4.6 Monitoring of Nozzle Wear' The AWJ nozzle fo-

cuses a thin streaniof high velocity waterjet mixed with abra-

sives onto the target mat#*. Thus, it is one of the most critical

,J, of an AWJiutring system that influences the cutting per-

iffiul.;:fi"r, ttur noi ul"n any investigatign about the distri-

bution of temperature in the abrasive waterjet no;lVle-to date'

Thetemperaturedisributioninthenozz|eisstudiedhereto
a;;"d; uttt*uiiut method for nozzle wear monitoring

,h'""ghinfraredsensing.Thesapphireorificediameterwasheld
constant and the no"aJt*ixlng 

^tuUe) 
was subjected to a grad- '

ual wear till the i;tid" aiu*"tJt increased by 79 percent' The

nozzletemperature*u, *tutut"d for three typical nozzle inside

diameters. Black enamel of thermal emissivity 0'99 was used

to coat the AWJ "iiit"to ensure a known, constant emissiVity

of the nozzle."^,"*p;;ature 
distribution in a partially rrorn out nozzle is

gi*n-i'n rig. gtoi at a tvpical eiample'. Th3 leJatigttll*:
i*""n the iozzle peak temperature and its inside diameter ts

Fig.6 Visualization of AWJ cutting mechanism in aluminum
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Direction of AWJ Cut
P = 310 MPa
S = 0.51 mm/sec

D=2.54mn
--D=l.lgmm------'D=9.53mm

0 6 1 0  1 5 2 0 ? . 5 3 0 3 6

Length of Workpiece (mm)

Linescans with varying distance of cut surface-phase ll (tita-

given in Fig. 9 (b) . The shift in the position of the peak tempera-
ture as nozzle wear progresses is also depicted in Fig. 9(b) in
which the ratio, L/L^, is plotted in the y-axis, where, Z is the
distance between the location of the peak temperature and the
top of the nozzle and Ln is the nozzle length. It can noted that
as the nozzle inside diameter increases, the peak temperature
drops down and its position gets shifted towards the noizle exit
indicating the progress of radial and axial wear. The abrasive
entrained waterjet stream passes through the nozzle, causing its
erosion leading to a rise in temperature. Initially, the wearing
process of the AWJ nozzle is more pronounced at the entry
zone (top) of the nozzle, which is characterized by the presence
of a hot spot in this zone. However, with continuous uiage, the
inner walls of the nozzle erode at the entry zone more and the
hot spot gets shifted towards the nozzle exit where friction
forces are much larger than at the entry zone of the AWJ nozzle.
As the nozzle ID increases further, more space is made available
for the AWJ stream to flow. This leads to a reduction in the
frictional force between the jet and the nozzle walls. As a result
the nozzle temperature reduces. The quadratic relationship be-
tween the nozzle ID and peak temperature as well as LlL,ratio
indicate that infrared thermography could be a viable alternative
technique for AWJ nozzle wear monitoring.

_ 4.1 Comparison of Infrared Data with Thermocouple
Data. Temperatures at discrete points on the coated surfaies
were measured using thermocouples and the obtained results
were compared with the IR thermography results. On the alumi-
num workpiece, thermocouples were placed at two locations
along the central horizontal line of the coated surface. For tita-
nium, thermocouples were placed
central vertical line of the coated

at two positions along the
surface, one in the cutting

by the slightly higher peak temperature towards the end of the
cut. The temperature plots in Fig. l0(b) show rhat the lower
thermocouple (as well as the corresponding pixel) reaches it5
peak temperature slightly later than the upper thermocouple
(corresponding pixel). This occurrence is due to the deflectibn
of the jet away from the direcrion of cut (Fig. l0(D)). It can
also be noted that the peak temperature of the bottom thermo-
99uple is marginally higher than the top one, due to the higher
frictional forces in the deformation we:r zone.

5 Conclusions

. The following conclusions can be drawn from this investiga-
tion:

Infrared thermograp.hy is found to be an effective technique
to monitor the thermal energy distribution in the workpiece. The
heat flux at the cut kerf and hence the workpiece temperature
increases as water pressure increases. change in traverse speed
has only a marginil effect on the heat flux-at the cut kerf and
temperature distribution in the workpiece. Peak temperatures
occur in the workpiece at regions close to the cutting zone
and reduce gradually with increasing distance from the cutting
plane.

Infrared imaging can provide more information related to the
AWJ cutting mechanisms in terms of iet flow pattern and wear
modes for those materials having lowir thermil diffusivity. In-
lared thermography is found to be a feasible techniqu-e for
visualization of AWJ cutting mechanisms in opaque materials.
Presence of stronger striations (rougher surface) in the kerf
wall is characterized by two peak temperatures along the jet

(a) Isotherms

ID=l.4ornn

.l'--+.+ Pcok Tcmpcrotup
r-*-{' vLn Rotio

Ioazlc ltf.Ect r tn ma-

(b) Nozzle Diarneter vs. Peak Temperature and I /ln Retio

Fig.9 Temperature distribution in AWJ nozle
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wear zone and one in the deformation wear zone. Temperature
readings of the pixels in the IR images which correslpond to
the respective locations of the thermocouples were taken for
analysis. The time-temperature graphs from the IR images and
thermocouples are plotted in Figs. l0(a) and l0(D) foialumi-
num and titanium respectively for comparison.

- The time-temperature graphs obtained from IR images and
thermocouples (for aluminum and titanium) match very closely
with each other. From Fig. 10(c), it can be seen that the overail
workpiece temperature increases as time progresses, indicated

t.?t.6t.41.3t . tl.o
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